Abstract. The proteins initiated in vitro by nascent bacteriophage f2 RNA strands attached to isolated replicating structures have been analyzed. The observations confirm that coat protein is the major product initiated and completed. Nascent strands direct the initiation of viral maturation protein in amounts similar to the maximum levels observed in vivo; this synthesis is independent of translation of the coat protein gene. However, only a fraction of these maturation protein molecules initiated in vitro is completed. Nascent RNA molecules also direct the initiation of appreciable amounts of viral RNA polymerase protein, very little of which is completed. Certain constraints on the in vitro translation of the polymerase gene from single-stranded RNA appear to be relaxed in the nascent strands, as indicated by the reduced effect of a polar amber mutation in the coat cistron upon polymerase protein initiation from nascent RNA.
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Recent studies indicate that some bacterial messenger RNA begins to be translated while still undergoing synthesis.' In the case of RNA bacteriophages, the multistranded RNA structures normally associated with RNA replication have been found in polyribosomes and are presumably directing synthesis of phage proteins.'-4 In order to gain insight into the possible involvement of nascent RNA messages in regulation of synthesis of the three f2 viral proteins (the major coat protein; the maturation protein, a minor structural component of the virus; and the viral RNA polymerase) Engelhardt et at. began studies of the translation in vitro of nascent RNA attached to isolated replicating complexes.4 They showed, by electrophoresis on acrylamide gels and Sephadex chromatography, that the f2 coat protein was the major product of isolated f2 replicating structures. No completed polymerase protein was detected, and the assays used could not detect synthesis of maturation protein.
Assays now exist to measure initiation and synthesis of all three f2 proteins.5 6 Also, reports on the location within specific fragments of phage R17 RNA of nucleotide sequences known to reside in the coat and polymerase genes strongly suggest that the gene order is 5' end-maturation-coat-polymerase-3' end.7'8 This fact, along with the knowledge that phage RNA is replicated in the 5'-3' direction in vivo,9 10 predicts that the nascent strands contain more initiation sequences for maturation protein than coat, but relatively fewer polymerase initiation sequences.1' In this report, we examine the relative amounts of the three f2 proteins initiated and completed with nascent RNA messengers. Materials and Methods. (1) Phage and bacteria: We have described the use of E. coli strains K37 and K38, and wild type f2 phage.4,6 The phage mutants sus3 (containing an amber mutation at the position corresponding to the sixth amino acid of the coat protein) and sus3sus4 (containing the sus3 mutation as well as an additional amber mutation-sus4-in the maturation protein cistron) have also been detailed. 6 (2 Results. Messenger properties of RE: Engelhardt et al.4 found that the nascent tails of f2 RE stimulated the incorporation of amino acids into phagespecific protein. Fig. la tion of maturation protein from RE messengers is also independent of translation of the coat gene. With regard to polymerase synthesis, Table 1 shows that wild type RE can stimulate nearly as high levels of polymerase initiation as does free single strands. This result is surprising since the coat protein gene is located closer to the 5' end of the RNA than is the polymerase gene,7'8 and one would expect a decreased number of polymerase starts, relative to coat and maturation starts, in RE compared to single-stranded RNA. However, previous experiments have suggested that certain alterations in single-stranded RNA structure cause both an increase in polymerase protein synthesis in vitro and an abolition of the polar effect of polar coat mutations such as sus3. 6' 16-'9 Table 1 shows that sus3sus4 RE initiates an amount of polymerase approaching that made by wild type RE. Whereas a number of experiments have shown that sus3sus4 RE initiates a 2.5-4-fold higher proportion of polymerase than do sus3 or sus3sus4 single strands, wild type RE initiates, at most, about the same proportion of polymerase protein as does f2 wild type single strands.
Polyacrylamide gel analysis: In order to determine which of the proteins initiated by RE (Table 1) are completed, we analyzed them by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Fig. 2a shows the pattern obtained with proteins stimulated by f2 single-stranded RNA. As before,6 four peaks were obtained: peak alpha represents completed polymerase protein; peak beta, although having the mobility of intact maturation protein, actually contains 70-80% incomplete polymerase chains and about 20% maturation protein. Peak gamma consists mainly of a shorter incomplete fragment of the polymerase protein, while peak delta, the major product, is coat protein. Fig. 2b confirms the findings of Engelhardt et al.4 that f2 RE does not stimulate the synthesis of significant amounts of completed polymerase protein, peak alpha. Less than one percent of the radioactivity present in polymerase initiation peptides ( Earlier studies on translation of intact viral RNA indicate that polymerase synthesis chronologically follows that of coat and is dependent on translation of at least the first part of the coat gene; an amber mutation at the beginning of the coat gene depresses synthesis of polymerase protein, whereas amber mutations in the middle of the coat gene do not. '6 These results suggested that during translation of the early part of the coat gene in vitro the RNA structure unfolds, allowing ribosomes to attach to the beginning of the polymerase gene.57"18 Supporting this mechanism are recent studies in which alteration of phage RNA structure result in a marked increase in polymerase synthesis and an abolition of the polar effects of polar (sus3) mutations. 19 Our observation that polymerase synthesis upon nascent strands is not greatly affected by polar coat mutations suggests that nascent strands have an altered-possibly more open-structure.
Maturation protein: Nascent strands direct synthesis of substantial amounts of maturation protein (Table 1; Fig. 2 ). We do not know whether the higher efficiency of maturation protein synthesis on nascent strands, as opposed to completed strands, is the result of the greater abundance of maturation protein initiation sites in the RE, of a greater efficiency of initiation on nascent strands, or of a combination of the two. We cannot explain why only a minority of the maturation protein molecules are completed. One possibility is that the nascent strands are more sensitive than completed single strands-perhaps because of differences in structure-to nucleases in the cell extract used for in vitro protein synthesis. The possibility that tails have a different structure is enhanced by our findings on translation of the polymerase gene (see above). Robertson and Zinder'0 showed that the procedures used here for preparation of RE do not themselves significantly degrade the nascent strands.
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